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PART II

SKETCH OF ARAPAHO PROPER

Phonetic Elements

It is fourteen years since the writer has heard Arapaho or Oros

Ventre. At that time his understanding of the nature and formation

of spoken sounds was vague. Some experience with and much interest

in the two languages have, however, left many distinct motor impres-

sions of words; and a comparison of variant orthographies makes

other points clear which inability of interpretation rendered baffling

at the time. The following notes may therefore still have some value.

Arapaho vowels are

:

u, u, open.

0, very open, often confused with a"; long, ou.

a", a", nasalized, possibly spoken with the tongue slightly more raised than

in the following.

a, a.

A, less clear than a, was often written, but not regularly, and has been omitted

from the present orthography.

a, &, as in American English ''bad."

a", H**, nasalized.

e, very open, sometimes resembling a; long, ei.

i, i, open.

Qros Ventre adds to these a mixed vowel o, sometimes heard as

almost o, sometimes as ii. This is a derivative from i. Arapaho ei

was sometimes heard with an approach to the quality of oi.

The extreme openness of most of these vowels, as well as the pres-

ence of a, are conspicuous resemblances to the phonetics of Yurok,

now that Dr. Sapir has shown the connection.

Long vowels are more or less doubled. See text in, note 1.

Pinal vowels, unless long or accented, are surd or whispered. The

nature of surd vowels was not understood by the author at the time

his notes were recorded ; they were therefore sometimes omitted, some-

times written as sonant, sometimes indicated by small superior char-

acters. So far as it could be restored with what seemed reasonable

safety, the latter orthography has been employed in this paper. The

writer is strongly of the impression that no word in Arapaho really

ends in a conisonant, a final surd or sonant vowel being always present

;
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but proof or disproof of this belief must be left to future investigators.

Gros Ventre may furnish an exception in the ease of final surd n;

but this sound seems to owe its quality to the surdness of the preceding

vowel. In Gros Ventre, also, the surdness of final vowels seems more

complete than in Arapaho.

Vowels followed by a glottal stop ( ') show usually, perhaps always

in distinct speech, an echo. Naha and nahaa, this, were written indis-

criminately for naha 'a, perhaps more exactly naha'*. The orthog-

raphy naha' should be sufficient.

Arapaho consonants

:

k, t, and tc (English eh) are probably sonant during part of the explosion,

as in so many Indian languages. The g mentioned by Dr. Michelson was not

observed. V^hen final, these stops seem to be entirely surd, and their explosion

takes on a vowel color.

In Gros Ventre, tc is replaced by two sounds: ts, the general equivalent of

Arapaho tc, and ty, which often stands for Arapaho t. The two are however

not as different in articulation and sound as the orthographies might indicate.

Ty seems to be a very posterior t; it is sometimes heard as ky, and the Arapaho

so render it in trying to reproduce Gros Ventre.

b is a full sonant, as would be indicated by its origin from m, and by its

alternation, both in Arapaho and Gros Ventre, with w.

w, y, and n need no discussion. Gros Ventre surd n has been mentioned in

connection with the surd vowels.

s and c (sh) are difficult to distinguish. They were very much confounded

by the writer, though he is inclined to consider them two sounds.

X and h were also much confused. It seems that x is really an h with con-

siderable stricture, and that h is "fainter than in English, so that h and * might

have been better orthographies. If this is the case, the nature of the two

sounds is the same as in Yana, Mohave, and other Californian languages.^ In

Gros Ventre initial h is particularly faint, and was often not heard. Final h

or X, that is, h followed by a surd vowel, is strong in both languages.

^ is a surd dental fricative like English th in thin.

Vocalic changes are illustrated throughout the grammatical and

textual material presented below, but are very complex. Changes

proceed from stem to suffix, from suffix to stem, and from stem to

prefix ; they are sometimes in the direction of assimilation, at other

times of contrast. Consonant alterations, especially between b and w,

follow the vowel changes. Here again the similarity of process to

Yurok is marked.

Consonantal changes are also somewhat obscure, but it is of note

that in part at least they follow the interdialectic equivalences be-

tween Arapaho and G-ros Ventre.

7 Present series of publications, x, 62, 1911.
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